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INTRODUCTION
I was intrigued to be asked to reflect on ‘A Culture
of Peace’. It seemed somewhat ironic as I have
lived in South Sudan since 2009 and watched
the country decline from ‘joyful optimism’
when the people voted for independence in
2011 to a society now afflicted with violence,
insecurity, a disintegrating economy and many
starving people. Up until the outbreak of
violence in December 2013, there was law and
order and the tribes seemed to be learning to
live side by side quite peacefully. A national
identity as South Sudanese was emerging and
a new prosperity seemed likely. South Sudan
was resource rich: a rapid improvement in living
standards was anticipated.
Since then I have watched and learned what
happens when leaders misuse their power for
the benefit of themselves, their relatives, their
ethnic group and when human behaviour
disintegrates into inhumane treatment of
others. One local writer, Jacob Lagu, warned
that violence in South Sudan was polarizing
communities saying;

‘War is a dirty business. It inevitably
degrades us all. It diminishes our humanity
as steadily as we dehumanize our adversaries.
We are all locked in conflicting victimhood
narratives. Each side believes wholeheartedly

See:

Displaced civilians taking refuge at the Tomping base of the UN Mission in South Sudan
(UNMISS), in the wake of fresh clashes in Juba between soldiers of the Sudan People’s
Liberation Army (SPLA) and the SPLA in Opposition (SPLA-IO).
UN Photo/Beatrice Mategwa

that they are the victims of injustice. Each side believes that their
adversary is the unrepentant aggressor. What makes this state of
affairs particularly pernicious is tribalism. It causes us to associate
a person with their community. It has sharpened the distinction
between ‘them’ and ‘us’. It has led us to the tragic calamity of
collective punishment,’ he stated.
Lagu’s words can be applied to the situation in many countries today.
I invite you to reflect not only on South Sudan but more widely on
what we can do to develop a culture of peace.

Searching for Peace

Global Conflict Situation
The tenth edition (2016) of the Global Peace Index (GPI)
shows the world became less peaceful in 2015. In fact,
slightly more countries improved, 81, than deteriorated,
79. As the size of the deteriorations was larger than the
improvements, there was a decline in the global average.

Global peace is a complex picture. The majority of the
global deterioration occurred in the Middle East and Africa
(MENA), already the least peaceful region in the world. So
intense is the current concentration of violence and conflict
in MENA that, when considered separately, the rest of the
world’s average peace levels improved.

Peace is Possible
Peace may sometimes seem a goal too far but think back
a few centuries or even, in some cases, a few decades:
Italy was not a united country but independent and
warring states; America had a civil war in which negro
enslavement was a significant issue; France had a bloody
revolution pitting the people against the aristocracy;
South Africa was governed with apartheid divisions;
peace between Protestant and Catholic in Northern
Ireland seemed an unattainable goal; East and West
Germany were divided by the Berlin wall; and so the list
goes on. South Sudan is the world’s newest nation, one
of the least educated with the poorest health services
and lowest standards of living. It has endured years of
conflict and division; but there is hope. Other countries
have been forged out of tangled conflicts and ethnic
divisions. Why not South Sudan? Hope will spring from
the next generation of citizens whom we must ensure
are better educated.

Rise in Terrorism
While deaths in conflicts is of great concern in the
Middle East and Africa, that is an area less than onesixth of the Globe. In fact, with the ending during 2016
of the civil war in Colombia, the Western hemisphere is
free of major conflict. But the spread of terrorism to
many countries and the rise of barbaric practices such
as beheading is greatly disturbing.

JUDGE:

The Christian Tradition of Peace-building

There are those like the late Christopher Hitchens, who
have argued that Judaism and Christianity are inherently
violent because they spring from texts steeped in violence.
Such critics like to cite Deuteronomy 7, which attributes
to God a command to commit genocide against the people
of Canaan, and to the New Testament Book of Revelation,
which depicts cataclysmic violence against the enemies of
God and God’s Messiah. And, we might hesitate for at least
a moment, when we consider this saying by Jesus: “Do not
think I have come to bring peace; I have not come to bring
peace, but a sword.”
Despite these occasional contradictions and ambiguities, for
Christians, being faithful to the Bible requires interpretation,
drawing on the text as a whole and specifically on the
life and message of Jesus Christ. A key direct statement
by Jesus is found in Matthew, chapter 5: “Blessed are the
peacemakers, for they shall be called the children of God.”

remember, I am with you always.” And in John 14, “Do not
let your hearts be troubled, and do not let them be afraid.”
Justice is a major objective of religious peacebuilding. In
Psalm 85, we read: “Peace and justice shall kiss.” Peace
cannot last unless the settlement agreed upon is seen to
provide justice to those who feel aggrieved.

We take encouragement from God’s promise to be with us.
Isaiah (41:10) says “Fear not. I am with you. … I am your
God. I will strengthen and help you.” Jesus’ final words
to his disciples in the Gospel of Matthew 28 were, “And

Over two millennia there have basically been two models for
Christian peace-building: ‘pacifism’ and ‘just war’. Pacifism
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was the stance of the early church fathers. Tertullian, a third
century teacher from North Africa, said that Christians
should literally follow Jesus’ command of non-violence.
They should not resist aggression or persecution, and
they should not serve in the military or the police. That
idea lost out when the Roman Empire became Christian.
It was not revived until the Anabaptists came along in
the Reformation. The Mennonites, and then the Quakers,
reasserted what they viewed as Jesus’ command to reject
participation in any violence and to refuse military service.

to work with civil society. Just peace-making does not work
against government under normal circumstances, but it must
maintain its capacity for prophetic distance and advocacy
from government to be true to its mentor, Jesus Christ.

A quite different path was taken by Augustine and Thomas
Aquinas. They said the use of force was permissible only
if the objective was to punish aggression and to restore
peace. The “just war” model continues to be the approach
of the Roman Catholic Church today. But the ‘just
war’ model basically provides guidance to the state, to
government leaders, and maybe to militia leaders. It does
not provide much guidance for Christian leaders who are
seeking to stop violence.

Just Peace-making recognizes that peace is not a simple
end state. Any negotiated agreement that ends a war
must be supported over the medium and long-term.

Neither of these peace-building models provide guidance
for activist Christian peace-builders. Over the past
twenty years a new model has emerged. It's called "Just
Peace-making", or in some circles, "Just Peace." It draws
heavily on the Bible, in particular, Jesus' "transforming
initiatives" as our basic platform for action. It also draws
on the 20th century experience of leaders like Gandhi
and Martin Luther King Jnr. who mobilized non-violent
resistance to violent repression. It draws on theologies of
liberation as a basic Gospel message – the claim that Jesus
Christ was Liberator, whose basic message was to bring
deliverance to the poor and oppressed. Further, it draws
on internationally recognized standards of human rights,
such as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

•
•
•

A key feature of the just peace-making model is its
insistence on cooperation with other right-minded
elements in society. It explicitly calls on Christian leaders

ACT:

It must be supported by the promotion of respect
for human rights.
It must be supported by promoting fair representation
of the groups involved in the settlement through a
reasonably democratic process.
A state of peace must also be supported economically.
Peace is unlikely to survive if normal economic
activity is not restored and if the economic benefits
are not shared with some equity by the conflicting
parties. The population must generally feel it has
a stake in peace because there is realistic hope of
improvement in their lives.

Refer to the Pope Francis’ Message for the 50th World
Day of Peace, January1 2017 - “Nonviolence: a Style of
Politics for Peace”.

Defining our Response

The Structures of a Peaceful Society
Understanding why some countries are peaceful and others are not,
is profoundly complex. Many factors contribute to peaceful stability.
A stable peace grows out of acceptance of mutual human rights and
recognition of the basic dignity of every person. Remove one or more
of these interlinking factors and the society becomes more fragile.
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In countries where there is a very unequal
distribution of resources - a rich upper class
and a poor majority – an unstable peace may
be imposed for a time but an enduring peace
is less likely. Indicators of instability are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

High levels of corruption
State-imposed censorship
Stifling of criticism
Dictatorial government
Collapsing economy
Deprivation of human rights

Q1. How can religious be effective
agents of peace?
Living a Culture of Peace
I came in 2009 to a relatively peaceful and
stable Southern Sudan. Now, South Sudan
is rated one of the least safe countries in the
world. A Holy Spirit Sister, Veronica, was
shot and killed in May 2016. Other religious
have been subjected to robbery, violence
and threats of violence. But in this difficult
situation, religious have more to offer,
perhaps, than in stable times. The people
know we can leave but are encouraged when
we choose to stay with them. The words of
Jesus to Peter, in the Garden, ‘Could you
not watch one hour with me?’ take on new
meaning. We are called to live our Christian
faith. As the Metropolitan Archbishop of
South Sudan, Paolino Lukudu Loro, wrote:
‘Be strong and of good courage because the
Lord our God is with us in this difficult
moment’.

Sr Veronica SSpS gave her life to assist the people of South Sudan.
She wrote:
Recently somebody asked me why I am staying here under such
circumstances. Why- Because Jesus continued his way and did not
give up when it became difficult. He accepted suffering, hardships
and carried the cross till the end. He remained obedient to the will
of the Father. He was always with the people. He did not abandon
them. He was even ready to accept death, because he loved them.
Being a woman disciple of Jesus, I am following the footsteps of
Jesus in the power of the Holy Spirit. I cannot leave the people
of South Sudan because I love them. They are happy that we stay
with them, pray with them and work together building this young
and fragile country. The people need our support, prayer and help.
At this junction I would like to thank all who supported us with
their prayers, sacrifices and finances. We are called to be a sign of
hope especially in the time of darkness. God will never abandon us
because he is our Emmanuel=God with us.

One can live a culture of peace in the midst of the most
difficult circumstances if we recognize what is important
to us. A pithy reminder to me is the proverb: ‘A ship in the
harbour is safe but that is not what ships are for’.
There is a Chinese proverb that says:

“If there is light in the soul, there will be beauty in the person.
If there is beauty in the person, there will be harmony in the
house.
If there is harmony in the house, there will be order in the
nation
If there is order in the nation, there will be peace in the
world.”

Q2. How do we create and live a culture of peace?
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